Ru nanocolumns were grown on a native oxide covered Si(100) substrate using an oblique angle sputter deposition technique with substrate rotation at room temperature. Scanning tunneling microscopy images of conventional Ru film show the presence of straight columnar features on the film surface, which are very different from the nearly circular features observed on the nanocolumns surface. X-ray diffraction spectra confirm that these nanocolumns have (100) as the preferred orientation instead of the (002) orientation observed for a conventional film. The oxygen to Ru atomic ratio was determined for both the nanocolumns and the conventional film by using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. The nanocolumns were observed to incorporate about 6 times more oxygen than the conventional film near the surface region. We argue that the oxygen segregates onto the high-density (002) plane whereas it permeates through comparatively open planes like (100) and (101). The adsorbed oxygen atoms serve as a diffusion barrier for the landing Ru adatoms and inhibit the growth of the (002) plane. This results in the absence of the (002) plane and development of (100) and (101) planes in the nanocolumns. The oxygen plays a decisive role in determining the crystallographic orientation and the feature size/shape over the nanocolumns and conventional film surfaces.
INTRODUCTION
Crystalline Ruthenium (Ru) is a noble metal with a hexagonal close packed (hcp) structure. Among various contact electrodes, Ru is rather appealing for microelectronic applications because its oxide serves as a barrier to diffusion, but is electrically conducting. [1] [2] Another application of Ru is in the capacitor electrodes. 3 An understanding of the detailed structure and surface morphology of Ru nanowires 4 is of great importance for nanoscale interconnect technology.
In general, during the growth of a polycrystalline film, the crystallographic axis is aligned along a preferred direction but the orientation is random in the plane of the substrate. The preferred direction is normal to the substrate with the densest crystallographic planes parallel to the substrate, for example, the (111), (110), and (001) planes for the fcc, bcc, and hcp crystals, respectively. 5 The initial orientation is driven by the crystal's tendency to approach a minimum surface energy configuration, but the final preferred orientation is influenced by various factors such as * Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. substrate temperature, vapor flux direction, sticking coefficient, re-emission, surface diffusion of landing atoms on the substrate, and residual gas in the vacuum chamber. For example, the (111) texture for sputtered Cu films has been observed to change to the (100) texture after 40 hours at room temperature. 6 In addition, oxygen induced preferred orientation has been observed in many metals. 7 8 For example, the orientation of Pt film deposited on a glass substrate can be changed from the (111) to the (200) with the presence of oxygen during the deposition. 7 In this letter, we show that the Ru nanocolumns have the (100) preferred orientation instead of the (002) orientation observed for a conventional film. These Ru nanocolumns were grown by an oblique angle deposition (OAD) technique. [9] [10] The OAD allows a single step fabrication of nanocolumns and other desired geometries. It is a physical vapor deposition in which flux arrives at a large oblique incidence angle (>80 ) from the substrate normal while the substrate is rotating. This results in the formation of isolated nanocolumns by the self-shadowing mechanisms. Our Ru nanocolumns were deposited on native oxide covered p-Si(100) (resistivity 12-25 -cm) polished substrates using a Ru cathode in a dc planar magnetron sputtering chamber with a base pressure of 9 × 10 −7 Torr. The vapor flux arrived at an oblique incidence angle ( ) 85 from the substrate normal. The deposition rate in all the experiments was kept between 17 and 20 nm/min. The deposition time was 90 min. Because of the oblique vapor flux incidence the substrate receive a smaller amount of flux and the whole deposition process produced nanocolumns of only 443 ± 5 nm thickness. The limited adatom mobility combined with the shadowing effects due to the extremely oblique incidence with a substrate rotation at 0.5 Hz resulted in the formation of isolated Ru nanocolumns. The sputtering power used was 200 Watts at an argon pressure of 2 mTorr. The maximum temperature of the substrate during the deposition was about 80 C. A 100 nm thick conventional film was grown at normal incidence without substrate rotation under a sputter growth condition similar to that of the nanocolumns. Samples were examined by scanning electron microscope (SEM), scanning tunneling microscope (STM), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The X-ray diffraction (XRD) data were collected on a Scintag diffractometer using a Cu tube (1.61 kW, filament current 3.29 A) operating at a tube voltage of 40 kV and a tube current of 40 mA. The step size of the detector was 0.05 degree.
The SEM top ( Fig. 1(a) ) and side view ( Fig. 1(b) ) images of Ru nanocolumns are shown in Figure 1 . The nanocolumns were observed to have sharp apexes with an areal density of about 10 13 columns/m 2 . These nanocolumns have an average width of 86 ± 10 nm and an average length of 443 ± 5 nm. The 400 nm × 400 nm STM image of Ru conventional film is shown in Figure 2 . The conventional film shows column-like granular features lying parallel to the surface. From Figure 2 , the average feature width for the Ru film was measured to be 8 8 ± 1 7 nm and the average length to be 25 5 ± 5 2 nm. The angles between these columnar structures were found approximately close to the multiples of 60 degrees. A schematic illustrating the mutual orientation of columnar structures is shown in Figure 2 .
The XRD -2 spectra of the Ru nanocolumns (top curve) and film (bottom curve) are shown in Figure 3 . The -2 scan range of 20 to 60 degrees was selected not only to show the relevant Ru metal peaks, but also the absence of crystalline ruthenium oxide formation. In conventional Bragg geometry in XRD, only crystallographic planes parallel to the substrate will produce a peak. The XRD of the Ru conventional film shows the presence of (002), (100), and (101) peaks with the (002) peak having higher intensity. For the Ru nanocolumns, however, (100) and (101) peaks were observed in the XRD spectrum and the (002) peak was absent. The higher intensity of the (100) peak for the nanocolumns shows that they are preferentially oriented in the (100) direction. We also performed grain size analysis on the XRD peaks of nanorods and film samples using the Scherrer method. Background subtraction and instrument response correction were performed, and the FWHM were measured by fitting each peak to a Gaussian curve. Considering step size and instrument broadening, the error for these measurements was estimated to be less than 5%. Table I shows the grain sizes along the (100), (002), or (101) directions. It is important to note that these grain sizes are larger than the surface features observed on the Ru film and nanocolumns surfaces. This can be explained by the tendency of the Scherrer method to yield a volume-weighted average value, which has been shown 11 to over-estimate the mean grain size (it is assumed that the grains follow a log-normal distribution, consequently volume-weighted average grain size will lie significantly higher than the actual mean). Despite this absolute size discrepancy, the relative sizes between the grains of the film and vertical columns can still be compared. As Table I shows, the grain size does not change appreciably for the two samples, indicating that the stress environments are very similar for the grains in each case. In addition, the relative change in the interplanar distances was 0.1%, and the corresponding peak broadening due to this change is negligible compared to the peak widths involved in this experiment. This suggests that stress does not play a major The first stage of a film growth in the sputtering process is the formation of island structure. The film consists of small crystalline islands, which are bounded by the crystallographic planes with lowest surface free energies ( ). For bulk hcp metals, it is known that 001 < 100 < 101 . 12 Therefore, in the nucleation phase all the nuclei surfaces will tend to be (001). As a result, the (002) plane develops as observed during the growth of the conventional film. On the (001) plane there are closed packed directions 100 , 110 , and 010 , that act as high mobility channels for the impinging sputtered Ru atoms. The angles between them are multiples of 60 degrees. In the sputter deposition, the sputtered Ru atoms impinge upon the Ru surface lattice and then diffuse along these preferred directions. Since Ru has a high melting temperature (T M = 2607 K), the structures once created during the film growth will be frozen in after the film deposition. This results in the formation of columnar structures along the high mobility directions. The angles between these directions are approximately in accordance with the angles between the columnar structures observed on the surface of the Ru film. A similar effect was observed during the formation of nanoridge structures on -phase W film. 13 The surface feature growth process during the oblique angle deposition of nanocolumns is very different from the conventional film deposition. In OAD, the vapor flux lands on the substrate at a glancing angle ( = 85 ) with respect to the substrate normal and has an incident momentum component parallel to the substrate surface. The shadowing during the growth results in the columnar nature. Due to oblique nature of the incident vapor flux the features are oriented towards the incident flux direction. Similar to the growth of conventional film, we may expect evolution of the lowest surface energy plane (002) in the direction of vapor flux, but we still have to consider the effect of oxygen on the nanocolumns growth.
The oxygen plays a crucial role during growth of the nanocolumns. In a high vacuum chamber, the residual gases impact the substrate surface from all possible directions. But during the oblique angle deposition, the vapor flux incident to the substrate is anisotropic and the substrate has shadowed areas with no metal flux. This is different from the conventional film deposition where the normal incident vapor flux is approximately isotropic and covers the whole substrate area. As stated before, the residual oxygen molecules from the background gas in the chamber isotropically impinge upon the substrate. During the growth of columnar film the surface area exposed by the nanocolumns for oxygen adsorption is higher than that of the case during conventional film growth. Therefore, the oxygen content may be higher in columnar films than during the conventional film growth. The oxygen content increases with the increase of the incidence angle . Figure 4 (a). This may be due to the higher oxidation of Ru nanocolumns and formation of ruthenium oxide. The O1s peak for Ru film before Ar sputtering (Fig. 4(b) ) shows a splitting which may be due to the signal/noise problem. The atomic ratios O1s/Ru 3d 5/2 for nanocolumns and conventional film are about 1.23 and 1.19, respectively. Because both samples were exposed to the atmosphere, the contaminations on the surface may also contribute to the difference in the oxygen to Ru metal ratios. To remove this contribution, we used 2 keV argon ions sputtering to remove few surface layers from both the nanocolumns and conventional film surfaces in separate experiments and then measured the oxygen to Ru metal ratios. The atomic ratios of O1s/Ru 3d 5/2 for nanocolumns and conventional films after argon sputter cleaning were 0.29 and 0.06, respectively. However, due to the porous nature of the nanocolumns sample, its surface is not totally covered by Ru as shown in Figure 1(a) . We estimated the ratio of areas of nanocolumns to the conventional film as 0.88. After including this area correction factor the nanocolumns were found to incorporate about 6 times more oxygen than the conventional film if we only consider the top surfaces. If we consider that XPS may also probe the sidewalls of the nanocolumns, then the factor of 6 is an upper bound. It is important to note that the growth morphology of crystals becomes more complicated when impurity species like oxygen chemically react differently on different crystallographic faces. This has been demonstrated for the Al and oxygen system. 15 For a fcc metal like Al, dissociated oxygen atoms can penetrate less dense faces like (100) and (110) while they are situated on a (111) face. As a consequence, during crystal growth the oxygen species will segregate onto the (111) face from the (100) and (110) faces on which they were previously impinging. Therefore due to this anisotropy, the (111) faces will be covered by oxygen while the other faces remain uncontaminated. 16 17 This anisotropic segregation of oxygen on the different crystallographic faces results in a peculiar growth competition between crystals with different orientations. It has been shown that the crystal faces where impurities segregate will not survive. 16 In Ru hcp structure (lattice constants a = 2 71 Å and c = 4 28 Å) due to high c/a ratio, the face (100) is permeable to the inter diffusion of oxygen atoms and they segregate at highest density plane (001) plane. The oxygen atoms create a diffusion barrier for the incident Ru atoms during the oblique angle deposition process. This inhibits the growth of the (002) plane and benefits the growth of other open planes like (100) and (101). Therefore, we expect that open faces like (100) and (101) will develop during nanocolumns growth due to the segregation of the oxygen atoms preferentially on the high-density (002) face.
Our finding that oxygen affects the preferred growth orientation is consistent with previous work. 13 One of the important parameters in sputtering deposition of thin films is the ratio of argon to the oxygen gas pressure. It has been shown previously that a stable RuO 2 phase formed only after incorporation of a certain amount of oxygen in the chamber, otherwise some intermediate phases formed depending on the amount of oxygen present in the chamber.
18 19 Búc et al. 18 have shown that a single phase Ru is formed in the conventional film when the oxygen flow ratio was less than 3%. This single phase Ru in the conventional film was expressed by the intense (100) and (101) peaks. 18 Blume et al. 20 have studied the formation of different oxygen phases in the (001) Ru film by incorporating oxygen into the film under ultra high vacuum conditions.
The oxygen also limits the surface structure growth, which results in the formation of smaller structure size observed in the nanocolumns growth. Due to the limited size of the nanocolumns only a fraction of the atoms that landed on columns stay there, and the rest desorb to form the continuous layer on the substrate below. As a result, all the nanocolumns are electrically connected, which makes the STM measurements possible.
In summary, we have shown that the oxygen plays a decisive role in determining the preferred orientation and feature size/shape of the Ru nanocolumns and conventional film. The columnar structures on the conventional film formed due to the surface diffusion of Ru adatoms along the high mobility channels on the (002) planes. Therefore, it is critical to take into account the residual oxygen gas present in the chamber during growth of nanostructures or thin film under high vacuum conditions. For a proper quantitative analysis, an experiment with controlled oxygen exposure during the growth of Ru nanocolumns is required.
